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pdf/preview option makes it easy to get results like no other program. The key features are the unlimited layers, automatic
layering and rotation, canvas size and .pdf/preview. Here are the 10 best features of Photo Collage Maker: *Step-by-Step
Help:* We've got you covered! In the .pdf/help section you'll find full step-by-step instructions to help you make your
masterpiece with ease. We've also created a .pdf/intro instructions video to show you how to start making .pdf/previews with the
program. *Layered .pdf/previews*: You can save time, and have better control over how you .pdf/preview, by having your
images in layers and saving your .pdf/previews to a .png/bmp/jpeg. *Auto-layering*: Layered .pdf/previews make your previews
a snap. All you have to do is arrange your layers in the .pdf/preview window and save it. Auto-layering allows you to change
the .pdf/preview image into .png/bmp/jpeg without any trouble. *Rotation*: You can rotate the .pdf/preview images to your
desire without having to make any changes to your .pdf/preview. And you don't need to do any of the manual work. Rotation
can be done in any direction. *Canvas size*: You can zoom into any part of your canvas in .pdf/preview to make it easier to
work on your .pdf/preview. *.png/bmp/jpeg*: Photo Collage Maker can save your .pdf/preview as a .png/bmp/jpeg. It's easy!
*Photo collage generator*: When you start a .pdf/preview, you'll be able to use the .png/bmp/jpeg picker to choose your favorite
photo. Photo Collage Maker is compatible with computers with Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and Windows 10. Photo Collage Maker
comes with an easy-to-use user interface and user-friendly interface, which make it even easier to get the desired result.
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